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When it comes to ground engaging tools (G.E.T.), ESCO is one of the most trusted names to deliver reliable performance. 
For the construction and aggregate markets, our Ultralok tooth system is a top choice to improve machine productivity, 
extend service life and improve site safety with less maintenance. The system features a unique integrated lock that 
simplifies point replacement with an off-the-shelf pry tool – replacing points has never been so easy. 
 
The Ultralok system has better penetration and provides faster loading than conventional tooth systems. Enhanced 
profiles with more usable wear metal can deliver up to 55% longer wear life than competitive teeth. The increased system 
life and faster point replacement increases machine availability, improves production levels and lowers maintenance 
requirements. The result is a better operating cost position with increased profits, greater success obtaining profitable job 
bids, and more uptime to help complete jobs on time. 
 
A full range of adapters are available with the Ultralok system: including a selection of weld-on adapter styles; bolt-on 
adapters for all popular OEM machine bolt patterns; and a hot slag offering that includes an optional bolt-in lock or the 
ultra-secure weld-in lock. Also available in select sizes are adapters to equip augers and clamshells with the Ultralok 
system. 
 
 
About Weir ESCO 
ESCO is a leading designer, manufacturer and provider of highly engineered wear and replacement products and 
services essential to the performance of our customers' equipment used in mining, construction and industrial 
applications. ESCO celebrated its 100-year anniversary in 2013. In the past 100 years ESCO has continually produced 
innovative products for its customers. Acquired in 2018, ESCO is now a division of The Weir Group. 
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